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Restitution is the money a judge orders the offender to pay to the victim. In the criminal justice system, there are two main mechanisms for crime victims to receive compensation: restitution and crime victims compensation. Restitution is a monetary payment ordered by the court for the cost of certain expenses incurred due to the crime. Crime victims compensation is a program that provides financial assistance to victims of crime.

I. EARLY USE OF RESTITUTION

Restitution was used in ancient times. The Code of Hammurabi (1700 B.C.) required restitution. In the ninth century in Britain, offenders were required to restore peace by making payments to the victim and the victim's family.

II. RESTITUTION AND CRIME VICTIMS COMPENSATION

Restitution and crime victims compensation use of restitution in the present administration of criminal justice. If you report a crime and the offender is found guilty, the court may order the offender to make restitution; that is, to pay for the cost of certain expenses you incur. Restitution and crime victims compensation use of restitution in the present administration of criminal justice.

In Iowa, victims have the right to have the court consider making a restitution order for losses they have suffered because of the crime committed against them. To increase the chances that restitution will be ordered, victims should make their cases strong.

In Wisconsin, we can't make people feel safe in their homes again. But what we can do is seek justice — and see that restitution is ordered and paid. Given the structure of our criminal-justice system, restitution is not ordered until the end. We can't make people feel safe in their homes again. But what we can do is seek justice — and see that restitution is ordered and paid. Given the structure of our criminal-justice system, restitution is not ordered until the end.